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International Biodiversity Day 
 

On the occasion of the International Biodiversity Day, on 22th May 2020, JNU             

ENVIS Resource Partner, School of Environmental Sciences organised an online Webinar.           

Theme of the webinar was ‘Our Solutions are in Nature’. Time duration of the webinar was                

two hours (Fig.1).  
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Fig.1: Poster and programme schedule circulated online of Webinar on International Biodiversity Day  
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Panelists included experts and professionals working in the field of Biodiversity. It            

was attended by more than 200 participants, through Webex platform and Facebook live             

broadcast. Participants were from different parts of the country and included university            

students, researchers, faculty members and professionals.  

Webinar was moderated by Prof. Umesh Kulshrestha, Dean & ENVIS Coordinator,           

SES, JNU (Fig.2). He initiated the panel discussion by highlighting the importance of holistic              

development He gave an example of holistic aspect of Lake Concept and how it can solve the                 

problem of air pollution in Delhi NCR. He called upon the young generation to work on                

holistic development. He said lockdown has given us a new normal which should be              

maintained. He also thanked and congratulated participants for showing such a big response.             

He invited next panellist Prof. Brij Gopal to share his views on the topic. 

 
Fig.2: Prof. Umesh Kulshrestha, Dean & ENVIS Coordinator, SES, JNU 

 

Prof. Brij Gopal, Retd. Prof. SES JNU, & Head Centre for Inland Waters in South               

Asia (Fig,3). He started his discussion by raising a question about Biodiversity and a solution               

to nature. First of all we should understand the meaning of nature and forest. He reiterated No                 

Forest means No Nature and said it is told that forest cover has increased, but in reality                 
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forests are declining as more and more projects get environmental clearances. Nature is not              

just growing few trees. For a solution , revert back to nature and review it. 

 
Fig.3: Prof. Brij Gopal,  Retd. Prof. SES JNU, & Head Centre for Inland Waters in South Asia 

 
Dr. CBS Dutt, Former Scientist NRSC/ISRO – Introduced the concept of species            

diversity, also talked about alpha & beta diversity (Fig.4). He discussed the effect of              

fragmentation on biodiversity and how the fragmentation matrix helps to understand           

biodiversity loss. Role of ISRO in study of Indian Biodiversity and development of             

Geo-spatial data was discussed in detail. EIA and Biodiversity studies were also put forward,              

science of manifestation due to pollution, various types of pollutants were discussed in his              

talk. In end he talked about contemporary challenges and new phytogenetic arrangement in             

plant taxonomy of Indian plants. 

 
Fig.4: Dr. CBS Dutt, Former Scientist NRSC/ISRO 

 
Dr. Anup Chandra, Scientist E, FRI – Highlighted importance of biodiversity, said            

we cannot sustain without biodiversity (Fig.5). World knows only about 1.7% of total             
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biodiversity. He said wild relatives of species are important for biodiversity conservation,            

also discussed about medicinal plants, timber, urban forestry and how we are totally             

dependent for these on nature. In India we have 23% area as forest, 16 major types and 216                  

sub-types of forest, 4 hotspots, biosphere reserves and national parks for conservation. He             

ended his discussion by focusing on threats to biodiversity, like anthropogenic pressure, dam             

construction etc. 

 
Fig.5: Dr. Anup Chandra, Scientist E, FRI 

 
Prof. P. K. Joshi, SES, JNU – He talked about biodiversity loss and said 80% of wild                 

mammals and half of the plants have been lost. It is time for “Radical- rebooting of                

Humanity’s Relationship with Nature” (Fig.6). Mentioned about the history of biodiversity           

science and said it is relatively new science which started in 1985. He also mentioned about                

World Economic Forum’s Global Risk survey where Biodiversity Loss and Ecosystem           

Collapse is among top five risks which will impact life in the coming 10 years. The way the                  

world is treating biodiversity soon we will see more pandemics. He said nature based              

solutions are important for sustainable development, Goal 5, 10, 16 are related to             

biodiversity. 30% of Indian population directly drives its livelihood from Biodiversity and            

another 30% population is indirectly dependent on biodiversity. 50% of world GDP is             

directly dependent on nature, thus we see clear cut dependency on nature. Today atleast 75%               
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land and 66% marine species are facing danger of extinction. Then he talked about how G7                

promoted Environment conservation by signing the Fashion Pact. He ended his discussion            

with the fourth industrial revolution is need of the hour where net positive for nature is                

ensured. 

 
Fig.6: Prof. P. K. Joshi, SES, JNU 

Dr. Usha Mina, ENVIS Co-coordinator & Associate Professor, SES, JNU – She            

initiated her discussion with proper definition for nature is required. Immunity for Covid-19             

and we are looking for a solution in nature (Fig.7). Highlighted importance of conserving              

nature. She also talked about large-scale destruction of nature and biodiversity in Sunderbans             

due to cyclone Amphan. She said disturbing nature beyond a limit can be disturbing, we are                

close to losing millions of species, the rate of biodiversity loss is unprecedented. It is time to                 

reduce the negative environmental effect, and prevent loss of indigenous people. Talked            

about five pillars of biodiversity and three global agricultural heritage system in India, like              

Kora puda (various paddy and pulse spp.) in Odisha, in Kashmir (for saffron cultivation) and               

Kuttanad farming in Karnataka (rice cultivation under water below sea level). 
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Fig.7: Dr. Usha Mina, ENVIS Co-coordinator & Associate Professor, SES, JNU 

Concluding remarks and vote of thanks were extended by Prof. Umesh Kulshrestha.            

Participants shared their views and comments about the webinar. Last but not the least              

e-certificates were distributed to all the participants. 
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